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Code: descendant of our developer version of GADGET-3 (TreePM+SPH, originally from Springel 2005), featuring an improved SPH 
formulation and several advanced physical modules (e.g. chemical evolution and enrichment by L. Tornatore)
 

Main differences between Open-GADGET and its predecessor include: restructuring of calls to functions, tasks split in 
several individual functions, enhanced modularity and OpenMP parallelization…

The Lagrangian code Open-GADGET

Technical Objectives, Methodologies and Solutions
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The code
TreePM+SPH code  
Descendant of a non-public evolution of GADGET-3 code 
State-of-the-art code for cosmological hydrodynamical simulations 
Highly optimised code: MPI parallelised + OpenMP 
Improved SPH formalism 
Several modules for sub-resolution physics: star formation, stellar 
feedback, BH accretion and feedback, chemical enrichment, dust 
evolution 
Runs on CPUs and GPUs  
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Develop Open-GADGET further: 

- including additional physics  

- extending existing modules 

- improving code performance  

Core team in Trieste: S. Borgani, L. Tornatore, G. Murante, 
M. Valentini, T. Castro, P. Monaco, G. Taffoni, A. Damiano, 
G. Granato, D. Goz, P. Barai, M. Parente, A. Saro, M. Viel


and collaboration in Munich led by K. Dolag

Main tasks within the WP 1 of Spoke 3   

Code: descendant of our developer version of GADGET-3 (TreePM+SPH, originally from Springel 2005)
 

Key differences between Open-GADGET and its predecessor GADGET-3

The Lagrangian code Open-GADGET



angular-momentum-dependent gas accretion 
isotropic, thermal AGN feedback

formation and evolution of dust, and dust-assisted cooling

description of a multi-phase ISM (valid for resolution particles with mass  )∼ 104 − 107 M⊙

thermal and kinetic stellar feedback
 - based star formationH2

stellar feedback from low-metallicity environments
stellar evolution and chemical enrichment star formation

dust
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Model based on the multi-phase effective model by Springel & Hernquist (2003)
  
MUPPI (Murante+ 2010, 2015, Valentini+ 2017, 2019, 2020, 2023, Granato+ 2021), featuring:

Different sub-resolution   
models available  

BH

Code: descendant of our developer version of GADGET-3 (TreePM+SPH, originally from Springel 2005)
The Lagrangian code Open-GADGET
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Timescale, Milestones and KPIs

availability of new modules of the code and improvement of existing ones for simulations carried out within the collaboration 

publication of scientific papers on refereed journals 

code release

Key Performance Indicators   

GPU porting 

Re-structuring of the code to enhance its modularity 

New/updated (sub-grid) physical modules for cosmological hydrodynamical simulations 

Improving OpenMP optimisation of the code and extending it to all modules

Milestones

end of 2024:  GPU porting and extension of OpenMP optimisation 

mid 2025:  Code re-structuring and new sub-grid modules inclusion

Timescale



Accomplished Work, Results

Team: Valentini M., Castro T., Borgani S., Viel M., Tornatore L., 
Ragagnin A., Dolag K., Parimbelli G., Murante G., Dakin J.

Main scientific goals of the project:
• theoretical understanding of primordial structure 

formation 
• characterisation of the nature of dark matter
• exploitation and reliability of galaxy clusters as 

cosmological probes
Plot by G. Parimbelli
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Accomplished Work, Results

Given initial BH spin and mass         post-merger BH spin vector

Sub-resolution accretion disc links BH accretion on resolved scales to BH spin evolution                        


BH accretion rate        disc mass         accretion episodes


BH spin direction and magnitude defined by angular momentum of accreting gas

BH radiative efficiency 

dependent on BH spin

  Sala, Valentini, Biffi and Dolag, to be subm.



Op#misa#on of the code performance 
(collabora#ons with Cineca, SPACE…) 

Development of the por#ng of OpenGADGET on 
GPUs: downstripping of the code to its backbone 
(tree build and walk, domain decomposi#on).

Next Steps and Expected Results (by next checkpoint: April 2024)
The MPI/OpenMP implementa#on of Open-GADGET3 has OpenACC support for GPUs 
(Ragagnin, Dolag+ 2020; GPU por#ng via OpenACC direc#ves) 

Exploi#ng modern GPUs           total speedup by up to a factor of ~2-4 (for cosmological 
sims with > 107 par#cles)  

Open-GADGET3 performance on modern GPUs keeps its speedup over different 
architectures (e.g., V100+NVLink or P100+PCI Express) and a number of devices



Include new modules and extend/improve  
exis#ng ones for sub-grid physics

Next Steps and Expected Results (by next checkpoint: April 2024)

Development and use of modules for the descrip#on of sub-resolu#on astrophysical processes. 

Comple#on, tes#ng and valida#on of the module to describe the dynamics of Black Hole par#cles. 

Comple#on of the tes#ng phase of the "MUl#-Phase Par#cle Integrator" (MUPPI) model for star forma#on and 
stellar + AGN feedback. We will tune the MUPPI model so as to reproduce the correct observa#onal proper#es of 
galaxies of different mass and morphology, from typical late-type disk galaxies to massive early-type galaxies.



Re-structuring of the code (modularity) 

Cleaning the code and documen#ng its status

Next Steps and Expected Results (by next checkpoint: April 2024)

The OpenGADGET project aims at making the use of the many complex physics modules more user friendly.  

Substan#al effort in cleaning and making more transparent the defini#on of the code configura#ons and of 
the files secng the many parameters.   

Construc#on of a reference structure for the files which configure several reference produc#on runs and 
files of parameters for the OpenGADGET code.



Next Steps and Expected Results (by next checkpoint: April 2024)

SLOTH: Shedding Light On dark matter wiTH cosmological simulations

EAGER: Evolution of gAlaxies and Galaxy clustErs in high-Resolution cosmological simulations

Key Science Projects
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Talk on Wednesday by Tiago Castro
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